
At last, overview of and grip on the cloud with
Cloud Insight as a Service

Minimize cloud security risks and prevent excessive cloud costs

With the service Cloud Insight as a Service we jointly ensure you that your cloud environment 
is compliant with current security standards (CIS, HIPAA, PCI-DSS, ...)
In addition, this service guarantees a highly-effecient 
configuration of your cloud environment. 

Finally, our service provides you with weekly access 
to our cloud experts. You can pick our experts’ brain 
to make your environment both safer and more 
efficient , and to further enhance your cloud strategy. 
These goals are achieved by continuous monitoring 
and optimization of both the configuration and the 

usage of your cloud environment. At least 200 Cloud 
Security and Cloud Cost indicators are validated, 
even when you run multiple cloud platforms such as 
Microsoft Azure and/or Amazon Web Services.

This results in overview, insight and control. 
Ultimately, subscribing to our service gives you 
peace of mind in the cloud: the real benefit of ‘Cloud 
Insight as a Service’.

     Discover Cloud Insight as a Service  
 yourself!
Are you curious about how your organization is 
doing? We are happy to provide you with specifics 
of the service and the results you can expect. We 
call this a Proof of Value (PoV). We would like to in-
vite you to schedule a meeting to discuss the PoV.

 Just a chat  or a           
 question?  Please call or  e-mail us:        
 Jos - 06 51623007
 jos.vulto@telindus.nl

 Ruud - 06 48387160 
 ruud.oudemaatman@telindus.nl

IT-as-a-Service.nl/Cloud-Insight-as-a-Service

                                   

            PREDICTS...
•  that through 2022, at least 95% of the Cloud Security 

failures will be the user ‘s fault. 

• that through  2020, 80% of organizations will overshoot 
their cloud Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) budget, 
due to a lack of cost optimization approaches. 

We see that Cloud Security and Cloud Cost Effectiveness 
are already becoming a challenge for many of our 
customers with a (multi-)cloud environment.

GUARANTEES 
With this service we guarantee you:

At least 90% 
Security Governance 
Compliancy 
of your cloud environment

At least 95% 
Cost Efficiency 
of your cloud environment

100% access 
to cloud expertise

Number of contact moments per months


